Police Blotter

(The Police Blotter is a report written by the Campus Patrol on crimes, incidents and actions on the MIT campus each week.)

Westgate Thieves Fall

A noon-time attempt on Monday to steal a yellow Kawasaki motorcycle failed due to a fast phone call from an alert Westgate resident. The first officer on the scene arrived in time to spot two young men discard a set of bolt cutters and disappear over the railroad tracks.

Burglar Charged

Patriot Officers Saturday night captured a suspect departing a Main Area office, after he allegedly forced the locked door with a drill and bit. Charged with Breaking and Entering in the Nighttime and Possession of Burglary Tools, he was arraigned Monday at Third District Court. Trial in this matter has been scheduled for mid-May.

Stereo Vanishes

An East Campus resident returned to his room after a seven hour absence to find his stereo amplifier, turntable and tape deck missing. The equipment is valued at over $400.

10-speeds Stolen

Stolen Saturday from the third floor of a Sloan area building was a 10-speed St. Eiann bicycle, valued at $110. The owner had left it in the area unlocked and unsecured.

A second 10-speed bike, this one an Astra, was also stolen from a Sloan area building where it had been left in an area unlocked and unsecured.

Jacket Recovered

A student left his cotton jacket on the coat rack in the basement of a Main Area building last Friday, only to discover it missing in the middle of the afternoon. It was recovered sometime later in Kendall Square near the subway entrance.

Oscilloscope Stolen

Detectives are investigating the larceny of a portable Tektronix Oscilloscope and attachments valued at well over $2,000. The area from which the equipment was taken is often left unsecured.

More bang than a Wallbanger, more fire than a Sunrise.